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PART A

SUMMARY RESULTS

Introduction to Cognitive Quotient (CQ)
• This report is a summary of strengths and areas for coaching and development based on responses to the items in the assessment.
• The report is focused around three main dimensions addressing different aspects of cognitive ability.
• The results in this report are based on research conducted with samples of working adults and can be expected to represent some of the
participant's work-relevant characteristics.

Kelly Sample's overall scores:
CQ Score:

7

• Scores range from 0 to 100
• Low scores indicate basic abilities
• High scores indicate advanced abilities

LANGUAGE

NUMERICAL

SPATIAL

Basic

Basic

Basic

LANGUAGE COMPREHENSION
BASIC

INTERMEDIATE

ADVANCED

Advanced

Basic
May have difficulty identifying
the meaning of words, implied
concepts and relationships
between words in English.

Understands written English
by identifying the meanings
of words, concepts &
relationships between
words.

. .

NUMERICAL SKILLS
BASIC

INTERMEDIATE

ADVANCED

Basic

Advanced

May have difficulty correctly
performing calculations using
addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division.

Correctly performs
calculations using addition,
subtraction, multiplication
and division.

. .

SPATIAL SKILLS
BASIC

INTERMEDIATE

Basic

ADVANCED

Advanced

May find it difficult to solve
problems using shapes and
diagrams, pattern recognition,
visualization and mental
rotation of objects.

Correctly solves problems
using shapes and diagrams
using pattern recognition,
visualization and mental
rotation of objects.

. .

Marker:

Disclaimer:

Represents this person's results. The average results of working
adults is at the middle point of each dimension.

The results in this report are based on research conducted with samples of
working adults and can be expected to represent some of the participant's workrelevant characteristics. It is important to remember, however, that these results
should not be used as the sole factor for a pass/fail when making a hiring decision
and should always be considered in the context of all available information about
the participant's fit to a specific role and work environment.
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PART B

LANGUAGE
COMPREHENSION

DETAILED RESULTS
Basic

Intermediate

Advanced

. .

Kelly Sample scored in the Basic Range with a score of 2.
This scale measures a person’s ability to understand written English by identifying the meanings of words and the relationships
between words. Low scoring individuals may find it difficult to understand written words and concepts.
Tips for managing & training Kelly Sample:

Suggested Interview Questions to probe "Fit"

• May need others to explain complicated words or written
material
• May find it difficult to communicate a detailed message in
writing
• Would benefit from ongoing coaching and assistance when
working with written material such as detailed instructions

• Tell me about a recent time when you had to read and
follow instructions to complete a task by yourself. What was
the situation and how did you handle it?

NUMERICAL
SKILLS

Basic

• Tell me about a time when there was something in writing
that you found difficult to read and understand. Describe
the situation in detail.

Intermediate

Advanced

. .

Kelly Sample scored in the Basic Range with a score of 7.
This scale measures a person’s ability to correctly perform calculations using addition, subtraction, multiplication and division.
Low scoring individuals may have difficulty making correct calculations on the job.
Tips for managing & training Kelly Sample:

Suggested Interview Questions to probe "Fit"

• May need assistance making numerical calculations
• May avoid or abandon solving complex numerical problems
without help
• Would benefit from extra training and coaching on making
numerical calculations

• Tell me about a work task you completed where you had
to keep track of numbers. What was the task, how did you
do it and how did it end up?

SPATIAL
SKILLS

Basic

• Tell me about a situation where you had to do calculations
to complete a task at work. What was the situation, what did
you do and what was the result?

Intermediate

Advanced

. .

Kelly Sample scored in the Basic Range with a score of 13.
This scale measures a person’s ability to solve problems by recognizing patterns of shapes and visualizing how to manipulate
objects. Low scoring individuals may find it difficult to correctly solve problems involving physical objects or shapes.
Tips for managing & training Kelly Sample:

Suggested Interview Questions to probe "Fit"

• May need assistance solving problems requiring visualizing
shapes
• May need assistance to understand diagrams
• Would benefit from extra coaching and training on solving
mechanical problems

• Give me an example of a task where you had to follow a
complicated flowchart. What was the situation, what did you
do, and what were the results?
• Tell me about a recent time when you had to assemble or
fix something. What was the task and how did you complete
it?
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